ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Handwritten signatures are widely accepted, because signature has long been established for personal identification and verification in daily life, including banking transactions, and other commerce applications [1] . The aim of the recognition process is to identify the writer of a given sample that it is a 1:N classification problem; the purpose of the verification process is to confirm or reject the sample that it is belong to 1:1 classification problem.
Signature recognition can be divided in two classes:
on-line and off-line signature recognition. On-line (or dynamic) systems use a digitizer or an instrumented pen to generate signals; while off-line (or static) systems produce an image of a signature with the help of a scanner or camera. One key difference with on-line signing action is that it allows capture of the handwriting trajectory. The features of handwritten signature, such as the writing style, writing order, writing-speed variation, and skillfulness, need to be recovered from the grey-level pixels. On-line signature recognition system has been achieved higher accuracy rates than off-line recognition with the time-related information and dynamic features like speed, pressure, acceleration stroke order etc.
However, off-line signature recognition is more difficult than on-line signature recognition due to the lack of time -related and dynamic information.
Scientific reports about signature recognition and verification are mostly based on Latin (English) handwriting. Surveys for non-English and non-Latin (Chinese, Japanese, Arabic and Persian) signature verification systems are appear in [2] . Radmehr et al. [3] presented Radon Transform and Fractal Dimension (FD) based offline signature recognition system. Xiao et al [4] proposed a way of off-line Chinese handwritten and verification methods indicated in [5] , and grid information feature based approaches are presented in [6] .
An off-line Arabic signature recognition based on invariant moment's properties is proposed in [7] . These reports about signature recognitions are mostly based on Latin handwriting [1, 3] , and Chinese handwriting [4, 5] , Arabic handwriting [7] even Persian handwriting [2] . 
Data acquisition
The signatures were collected using black ink from 195
Uyghur people, on a white A4 sheet of a 
Binarization
A threshold filter is selected for binarization in this paper.
This filter is used to convert image to black (0) and white (255) and to remove unnecessary information by using specific threshold:
where I (i, j) is the gray level of the pixel and T is a specific threshold value. An original image and its binary images are showed as the following Figure 2 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The ED classifier, K-NN classifier and Bayes classifier is used in our experiment. The databases used for experiments include 1000 signatures collected from 50
Uyghur persons were tested in our experiment. Two kinds of experiments are performed based on the training data set. That is, 800 images from the database were used for training data set, 200 images were used as the testing data set in the first kind of experiment. 500 images from the database were used for training dataset and testing data respectively in the second type of experiment. 96.0% of highest recognition rate was achieved using K-NN classifier taking 120 features indicated in Figure 6 . The horizontal and vertical axes indicated K value of K-NN classifier and identification rate respectively in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The recognition rate is directly affected by the training number of dataset. So, the identification rates in Figure 6 are lower than in Figure 5 . The more features, the higher identification rates. It is important for K-NN classifier to choose suitable value for K, because the identification rates are different in choosing different K. 
CONCLUSION
A Uyghur off-line signature recognition system was presented in this paper. Signature images were preprocessed according to the character of Uyghur signature. Then, modified grid information features were extracted based on the structure of Uyghur signature. Experimental results indicated that the modified grid information features can capture the character of Uyghur signature and its writing style.
In future work, we plan to enlarge our database. We will explore more efficient features suitable for the nature of Uyghur signature, and perform more experiments for other methods and algorithms.
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